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CubeSat Deployable Antenna Using
Bistable Composite Tape-Springs
Joseph Costantine, Youssef Tawk, Christos G. Christodoulou, Jeremy Banik, and Steven Lane

Abstract—In this letter, a new conductive composite tape-spring
is proposed for CubeSat deployable antennas that is constructed
using a glass fiber reinforced epoxy with an embedded copper alloy
conductor. The tape-spring is bistable enabling the antenna to be
elastically stable in both the deployed and stowed states. A dipole
antenna is designed, simulated, and tested to prove the viability of
the electrical properties of this material.
Index Terms—CubeSat, deployable antennas, space communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

H

IGH gain, circularly polarized, wideband antennas deployed on a CubeSat platform enable new communications capabilities [1]. The CubeSat is a satellite having dimensions on
cm and weighing a maximum of 1 kg [2].
So far, several antenna designs have been used and proposed for
CubeSat applications. Wire antennas are a predominant choice
due to their simple structure [2]–[4]. Dipoles in particular have
been abundantly utilized [3], [4]. However, dipole antennas in
their natural behavior do not exhibit circular polarization unless crossed together with phase shifting. Dipoles also exhibit
narrow band and a relatively low gain. Arraying such dipoles in
a Yagi–Uda arrangement or a log-periodic arrangement is an option that several investigators have explored [3]. Deployable helical antennas [3] are proposed as a lead candidate for CubeSat
space applications due to their wide bandwidth of operation as
well as their natural circular polarization behavior. Another candidate for CubeSat operation is the quadrifilar helix antenna [4].
This type of deployable antenna can be either shorted or open at
the top of its conductors. This antenna structure exhibits a reasonable bandwidth. Patch antennas are also proposed as candidates [5]. Nondeployable patch antennas can be printed on one
of the satellite’s sides. These antennas can exhibit circular polarization and adequate bandwidth. However, their operation in
a UHF band with at least 5 dB gain such as the one required for
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CubeSat applications requires a relatively large landscape that
may not be available on a CubeSat, in addition to the fact that
they naturally exhibit a low gain.
Larger satellites require other antenna types or different
variations of the antennas discussed previously. The change
in the satellite dimensions imposes a heavy constraint on the
antenna requirements. Horn antennas are useful for applications
requiring global coverage, and reflectors are popularly used
in conjunction with horn feeds [6]. An example is the Harris
Corporation’s radial rib mesh reflector antenna that is used
on NASA’s Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System [7]. In
addition, linearly deployed helical antennas are used on many
satellites [8]. One example is the CoilAble boom supported
Orbcomm Quadrifilar Helix antenna [9].
Most of the antenna types discussed above require deployment methodologies since the antennas are too large to fit inside
a rocket fairing during the launch phase. A deployment method
is necessary to overcome these volume constraints.
A novel composite tape-spring that is suitable for use as a
structural element of deployable space structures is introduced
by Murphey [10], [11]. The tape-spring has the unique property that it is neutrally stable. It is static in a continuum of positions without external forces to hold it. This class of structure
is referred to as a neutrally elastic mechanism (NEM) because
its behavior is functionally equivalent to typical sliding contact joint mechanisms. A consequence of this neutral stability
is that diminishingly small forces are required to roll or unroll
the tape-spring. According to Murphey [10], [11], such actuated NEM tape-springs offer four prominent features for deployable space structures. First, they allow controlled deployment.
Second, they allow controlled retraction. Third, their neutral stability allows for zero stiffness isolators and actuators. Finally,
they allow mass efficient (with respect to stiffness and strength)
structures in the fully deployed configuration.
Antenna design and structural engineering are two disciplines that typically do not merge until late in the antenna
design process. Initial antenna design is completed with little
regard for structural requirements and constraints; at the same
time, structural designs are made with little attention to their
effects on antenna performance. In this letter, these two tracks
are merged from the beginning to leverage structural–electrical
interactions for higher antenna performance and structural
efficiency.
Thomas Murphey of the Air Force Research Laboratory
Space Vehicles Directorate and Adam Biskner of LoadPath,
Inc., invented and developed a bistable glass composite
tape-spring with an embedded conductor to be used as a deployable antenna element [12]. This structural element is the
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Fig. 1. SIMPLE boom shown in the (a) partially deployed and (b) fully
deployed states [12], [13].

basis for the CubeSat communication antenna proposed and
tested in this letter, which constitutes the first measured antenna
designed with bistable composite tape-springs.
Section II of this letter details the composite tape-spring
material. Section III presents the design and measurement of
this tape-spring as a deployable dipole antenna. Section IV
proposes a CubeSat antenna concept that could be constructed
using this tape-spring material. Concluding remarks are presented in Section V.
II. BISTABLE COMPOSITE TAPE-SPRING MATERIAL
The composite tape-spring presented herein is a curved
bistable composite that rolls and unrolls. The composite is
stable in both its deployed and stowed states. Unlike the
neutrally stable tape-spring, the bistable version has only two
elastically stable physical states, fully rolled and fully extended.
The intermediate state can be held stationary, but not without
an external force. Therefore, physical reconfigurability (rolling
and unrolling) can be accomplished with a one-way linear or
rotary actuator, unlike neutrally elastic mechanism (NEM)
tape-springs that require two-way actuators. A deployable
structure concept that utilizes bistable tape-spring elements is
presented in [12] and [13] and shown in Fig. 1.
An expanded cross section of the composite structure is
shown in Fig. 2. It is composed of three plies. The top and
bottom are composed of a 45 biased Astroquartz fabric impregnated with toughened epoxy. Both layers have an arc width
of 0.5 in. The relative electric permittivity of these two layers
is assumed to be 3.7 [14] at any frequency between 250 and
500 MHz. The relative permeability is assumed to be equal to 1,
and the loss tangent is assumed to be 0.0001 [14]. The middle
layer is composed of a 0.25-in-wide strip of copper alloy and
epoxy filler. Astroquartz is used for its high strain to failure and
low electrical conductivity characteristics. The copper alloy is
used as a compromise between high strain to failure and high
electrical conductivity.
III. DEPLOYABLE DIPOLE WITH BISTABLE
COMPOSITE TAPE-SPRING
Using the bistable composite tape-spring discussed previously, we design a dipole to operate at 250 MHz. To reduce
the simulation processing time in the high frequency structure

Fig. 2. Cross section of the composite tape-spring dipole with a expanded view
of the central part.

Fig. 3. Dipole with the actual composite tape-spring.

Fig. 4. Simulated dipole structure with the approximated rectangular-shaped
composite tape-spring.

simulator by ANSYS (HFSS), the material is assumed to be of
rectangular shape and not curved. We also assume the beryllium
copper embedded in the middle has a width of 0.25 in. The
total width of each dipole arm is 0.5 in. The total dipole length
is found to be equal to 22 in, which is equivalent to
at 250 MHz. A zoomed-in view of the curved antenna with
the actual material is shown in Fig. 3. The simulated dipole
with the approximated tape-spring is shown in Fig. 4 with a
zoomed-in view of its excitation.
The measurement of this dipole is done by using the image
method [15]. A composite tape-spring quarter-wavelength
monopole approximately around 11 in long is measured on
top of a large ground plane (45 60 in ) as shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Measurement setup.
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Fig. 7. Comparison between the monopole’s measured reflection coefficient
and the dipole’s simulated reflection coefficient showing great analogy.

Fig. 6. (a) Deployed and (b) stowed monopole above the ground plane.

A photograph of the deployed (11 in) and stowed (3.4 in)
monopole on top of the ground plane is shown in Fig. 6.
The antenna is rolled and unrolled about 10 times, and the
reflection coefficient is measured each time with no significant
changes, proving that the antenna function is preserved through
mechanical cycles. The comparison between the average measured reflection coefficient and the simulated data is shown in
Fig. 7. Measurement results of the monopole verify the simulation approach and the feasibility of using this composite tapespring structure for antenna design. The simulated three-dimensional radiation pattern at 250 MHz is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Dipole antenna’s 3-D radiation pattern at 250 MHz.

IV. POTENTIAL CUBESAT ANTENNA CONCEPTS
USING A COMPOSITE TAPE-SPRING
In the previous sections, we proved that a composite tapespring is a successful candidate for a CubeSat deployable antenna design through simulations and measurements of a deployable dipole antenna.
Based on all the previously discussed results, we propose
a log-periodic crossed-dipole array antenna designed with the
bistable composite tape-spring proposed in the previous sections. With a sufficient number of elements, this antenna can
achieve at least 5 dB gain and a frequency band of operation
between 250 and 500 MHz. In addition to these constraints, the
radiation pattern of the proposed antenna is directive away from

Fig. 9. Proposed composite tape-spring log-periodic crossed-dipole antenna
array concept.

the small element where the directivity of this array antenna is
determined by the log periodicity of the elements [15]. This antenna concept is shown in Fig. 9.
To confirm the validity of the log-periodic design as a good
candidate for CubeSat, we simulate a three-element log-periodic
dipole antenna array that is shown in Fig. 10. This antenna operates between 380 and 500 MHz as shown in Fig. 11. The three
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Fig. 10. Three-element copper-based log-periodic antenna array with its radiation pattern at 540 MHz at the E-plane cut.

modeling approach and feasibility as a functional antenna. The
measurement of this dipole is achieved using a quarter-wavelength tape-spring monopole and image method.
A deployable log-periodic crossed-dipole antenna concept
is proposed as a potential candidate for CubeSat applications.
Its radiation pattern characteristics and its gain and bandwidth
prospects confirm its validity for CubeSat.
In this letter, we prove that the use of the proposed composite tape-spring is valid for deployable antenna design. Designing antennas with this tape-spring constitutes the first step
in merging structural engineering with antenna design concepts.
This merging introduces new deployable antenna possibilities.
The designs based on such composites are proven to be robust, rigid, and stable to satisfy all the constraints of a CubeSat
platform.
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